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A b s t r a c t . We propose a method of extracting cause information from 
Japanese newspaper articles concerning business performance. Cause 
information is useful for investors in selecting companies to invest. Our 
method extracts cause information as a form of causal expression by 
using statistical information and initial clue phrases automatically. Our 
method can extract causal expressions without predetermined patterns 
or complex rules given by hand, and is expected to be applied to other 
tasks or language for acquiring phrases that have a particular meaning 
not limited to cause information. We compared our method with our 
previous method originally proposed for extracting phrases concerning 
traffic accident causes and experimental results showed that our new 
method outperforms our previous one. 

1 Introduction 

We propose a method of extract ing cause information from Japanese news
paper articles concerning business performance. Our method extracts phrases 
implying cause information, e.g. ^^SW^^^^-t^ftl^itfM {zidousya no uriage ga 
koutyou: Sales of cars were good)" or ''W<B(D^}:Jifif^WL {tekkan no uriage ga 
husin: Sales of iron tubes were down)". Here, we de ne a phrase implying cause 
information as a "causal expression". Cause information is useful for investors in 
selecting companies to invest. Collecting information concerning business per
formance is a very impor tan t task for investment. If the business performance 
of a company is good, the stock price of the company will rise. Moreover, cause 
information of the business performance is also impor tant , because, even if the 
business performance is good, the stock price will not rise if t he main cause is 
the recording of an extraordinary pro t not related to core business (e.g. pro t 
from sales of stocks ). This is also the case for the bad business performance. 
However, since there are a number of companies t h a t announce business per
formance, acquiring their all cause information manually is a considerably hard 
task. First , our method extracts articles concerning business performance from 
newspaper corpus as a preparat ion. Next, our method extracts causal expres
sions automatical ly from these articles by using statistical information and 2 
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initial clue phrases. Here, the "clue phrases" are de ned as phrases frequently 
modi ed by causal expressions. 

As related work for extracting phrases that have a particular meaning, Rilo 
et al. proposed a method for learning extraction patterns for subjective expres
sions by applying syntactic templates made by hand to the training corpus[5]. 
Khoo et al. proposed a method for extracting cause-e ect information from a 
newspaper text and a method for extracting causal knowledge from a medi
cal database by applying patterns made by hand[2][3]. Kanayama et al. pro
posed a method for extracting a set of sentiment units by using transfer-based 
machine translation engine replacing the translation patterns with sentiment 
patterns [1]. Morinaga et al. proposed a method for collecting and analyzing 
people's opinions about target products from Web pages by using an evaluation-
expression dictionary and syntactic property rules learned manually from train
ing examples[4]. However, to construct a complete list of complex rules or pat
terns manually, which is the case of the above methods, is a time-consuming and 
costly task. Moreover, the rules and the patters made by hand may be domain-
speci c and can not be applied to other tasks. In contract, our method uses 
statistical information and only 2 initial clue phrases consisting of 2 words as 
an initial input. The domain-speci c dictionaries, predetermined patterns, com
plex rules made by hand are not needed. Hence, our method is expected to be 
applied to other tasks or language for acquiring phrases that have a particular 
meaning not limited to cause information (e.g. opinion information, reputation 
information) by changing an initial input. We preliminarily proposed a method 
for extracting phrases concerning traffic accident causes by using statistical in
formation and initial clue phrases[6]. However, our previous method could not 
attain high precision if inappropriate phrases are extracted. In this paper, we 
also propose a method for eliminating inappropriate phrases automatically and, 
by introducing it, our new method attains high precision. 

2 Extraction of articles concerning business performance 

As a preparation, our method extracts articles concerning business performance 
from newspaper corpus by using Support Vector Machine (SVM) [7]. 

2.1 Feature selection 

As training data, we manually extract 2, 920 articles concerning business perfor
mance as positive examples and 2, 920 articles not concerning business perfor
mance as negative examples from Nikkei newspapers published in 2000. Here, 
some of words contained in the positive examples are used as features of SVM. 
The method for extracting content words e ective as features is as follows: 

First, our method calculates score W{ti, Sp) of word ti contained in positive 
example set Sp and score W{ti,Sn) of word U contained in negative example 
set Sn by the following Formula 1. 
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W{U,Sp) = P{U,Sp)H{U,Sp), (1) 

where, P{ti^ Sp) is the probabiHty that word ti appears in positive example set 
Sp and H{ti,Sp) is the entropy based on the probability P{ti,d) that word 
ti appears in document d e Sp. The entropy H{ti,Sp) is calculated by the 
following Formula 2: 

H{U,Sp) = - T P{ti,d)\og,P{U,d), P{U,d) = ^ ^^^t'lfj .y (2) 
des, 2^des,W[tud) 

where, tf(ti^d) is the frequency of word U in document d. Next, our method 
compares W{ti^ Sp) with W{ti^Sn)- If score W{ti^ Sp) is larger than 2W{ti^ Sn), 
word ti is extracted as a feature of SVM. By introducing Entropy H{ti, Sp), a 
large score is assigned to a word that appears uniformly in each document con
tained in positive example set Sp. For example, when word ti is contained only 
in one document, H{ti, Sp) = 0. Although such a word ti may be an important 
word for the document, it may be an irrelevant word for positive example set Sp. 
Hence, word ti with small entropy value should not be extracted as a feature. 
However, Formula 1 may assign a large score to a general word not relevant to 
business performance. Such a general word may also be assigned a large score 
in the negative example set. Hence, in our method, not only W{ti, Sp), a score 
in positive example set Sp, but also W{ti, Sn), a score in negative example set 
Sn, are calculated and compared. 

3 Extraction of causal expressions 

Our method extracts causal expressions from articles concerning business per
formance extracted by the method described in Section 2. Here, a causal ex
pression is a part of a sentence consisting of some '^bunsetu^s^^ (a bunsetu is 
a basic block in Japanese composed of several words). Our method extracts 
causal expressions by using "clue phrases", i.e. phrases modi ed by causal ex
pressions frequently. For example, a causal expression concerning good business 
modi es clue phrase ":6WI)S {ga koutyou: is good)" and a causal expression 
concerning bad business modi es clue phrase ")6'*^ ÎS ([ga husin: is down)" fre
quently in Japanese. Our method extracts an expression that consists of a clue 
phrase and a phrase that modi es it as a causal expression. Hence, if many 
clue phrases e ective for extracting causal expressions is acquirable, causal ex
pressions are extracted automatically. However, it is hard to acquire many clue 
phrases e ective for extracting causal expressions by hand. Hence, our method 
also acquires such clue phrases automatically from a set of articles concerning 
business performance. 

3.1 Acquisition of clue phrases 

Our method for acquiring clue phrases is as follows. 
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Fig. 1. Outline of our method 

Initial clue phrases: 

• if^y^Wkga koutyou. be good) 
• 'h^'^^^ga husin: be down) 

Examples of frequent phrases: 

• '%^)^{"i^uriage. sales) 
• ^li^izyutyuir. orders) 

Step 1: Input some initial clue phrases and acquire phrases t ha t modify them. 
Here, we use two clue phrases, ^^ff^WM (ga koutyou: be good)" and ^^ti^^M 
{ga husin: be down)", as initial clue phrases. 

Step 2: Ex t rac t phrases appearing frequently in a set of the phrases acquired in 
Step 1 (e.g. ^ D - t i - f {uriage: sales)). In this paper, such phrases extracted 
in Step 2 are de ned as "frequent phrases". 

Step 3: Acquire new clue phrases modi ed by the frequent phrases. 
Step 4: Ex t rac t new frequent phrases from a set of phrases tha t modify the new 

clue phrases acquired in Step 3. This s tep is the same as Step 2. 
Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until predetermined times or neither new clue 

phrases nor new frequent phrases are extracted. 

An outline of the method is i l lustrated in Figure 1. 

3.2 E x t r a c t i o n o f Frequent p h r a s e s 

The method for extract ing "frequent phrases" from a set of phrases t ha t modify 
clue phrases is as follows. 

Step 1: Acquire a bunsetu modifying a clue phrase and eliminate a case particle 
from the bunsetu. Here, the bunsetu is de ned as c. 

Step 2: Acquire frequent phrase candidates by adding bunsetu modifying c to 

c. (See Figure 2.) 
Step 3: Calculate score Sf{e,c) of frequent phrase candidate e containing c by 

the following Formula 3. 
Step 4: Adopt e assigned the best score Sf{e^c) in the set of frequent phrase 

candidates containing c as the frequent phrase. 

Score Sf{e,c) is calculated by the following Formula 3: 

Sf{e,c) = - / e ( e , c ) ^ / p ( e ) l o g 2 P ( e , c ) , (3) 

where, P ( e , c) is the probability t ha t frequent phrase candidate e containing c 
appears in the set of articles concerning business performance. /e (e , c) is the 
number of frequent phrase candidate e's containing c. fp{e) is the number of 
bunsetu's t ha t compose e. Here, P{e,c) = fe{e,c)/Ne{c), where, Ne{c) is the 
to ta l number of frequent phrase candidates containing c in the set of articles 
concerning business performance. 
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Bunsetu 1 {shingata no: new) 
Clue phrase 

Bunsetu 2 ,..^ ^ S * ^ ^ , 
ijidousya no: car) 

^ 

Bunsetu 3 

• ^^J?IRI iga koutyou: are good ) 

(uriage ga: sales) 
J?il iTT 

(koutyou: are good) 

Frequent phrase candidates 
• 5Ey±( f (t/r/aflfe: sales) 

• ^ y ± ( f (ur/aflfe: sales) ^ [ c ] 

• ^Wi^CO^^) ±.{f ijidousya no uriage: sales of car) —>• [ bunsetu2 + c ] 

• IfrMc^ S H j ^ r o ^ y i l f (s/ngafa no zidousya no uriage: sales of new car) ^ [ b.1 + b.2 + c ] 

Fig. 2. Examples of frequent phrase candidates 

(uriage: sales) 

Example of a frequent phrase 
that modifies various kinds of 
que phrases 

iga otikomu: 
are down ) 

mm 
iga koutyou: 
are good ) 

iga fushin: 
are down ) 

5iy±(f 
iuriage: 
sales ) 

mm 
izyuyou: 

demands ) 

izyutyuu: 
orders ) 

E^H 
iga koutyou: 

are good ) 

Example of a clue phrase 
modified by various kinds of 
frequent phrases 

Fig. 3. Example of an appropriate frequent phrase and an appropriate que phrase 

3.3 Selection of frequent phrases 

The frequent phrases extracted from a set of phrases that modify clue phrases 
may contain inappropriate ones. Hence, our method selects appropriate frequent 
phrases from them. Here, our method calculates entropy H{e) based on the 
probability P(e, s) that frequent phrase e modi es clue phrase s and selects 
frequent phrases assigned entropy H{e) larger than a threshold value. Entropy 
H{e) is used for reflecting "variety of clue phrases modi ed by frequent phrase 
e". If entropy H{e) is large, frequent phrase e modi es various kinds of clue 
phrases and such a frequent phrase is appropriate. (See Figure 3.) The entropy 
H{e) is calculated by the following Formula 4. 

H{e) = - Yl P{e,s)\og,P{e,s), P{e,s) 
seS(e) 

f(.e,s) 

E s 6 S ( e ) / ( e > s ) ' 
( 4 ) 

where, S{e) is the set of clue phrases modi ed by frequent phrase e and / (e , s) 
is the number of frequent phrases e's that modi es clue phrase s in the set of 
articles concerning business performance. The threshold value is calculated by 
the following Formula 5. 

re = Qlog2|iV, (5) 

where, iVg is the set of clue phrases used for extracting frequent phrases and a 
is a constant (0 < a < 1). 
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3.4 Acquisition of clue phrases 

The method for acquiring new clue phrases from frequent phrases is as follows. 

Step 1: Extract a hunsetu modi ed by frequent phrase e. 
Step 2: Acquire clue phrase s by adding a case particle contained in the frequent 

phrase e to the hunsetu. 
Step 3: Calculate entropy H{s) based on the probability P(s , e) that clue 

phrase s is modi ed by frequent phrase e. 
Step 4: Select clue phrase s assigned entropy H{s) larger than a threshold value 

calculated by the Formula 5, (In this case, Ng is a set of frequent phrases 
used for extracting clue phrases.) 

Here, entropy H{s) is introduced for selecting appropriate clue phrases and is 
calculated by the following Formula 6 (See Figure 3.). 

H{s) = - Y. P{s,e)\og,P{s,e), (6) 
eeE(s) 

where, P(s , e) is the probability that clue phrase s is modi ed by frequent 
phrase e and E{s) is the set of frequent phrases that modify clue phrase 5. 

3.5 Elimination of inappropriate clue phrases 

Finally, our method eliminates inappropriate clue phrases by using statistical 
information in the set of articles concerning business performance and the set of 
articles not concerning business performance. The method for eliminating inap
propriate clue phrases is as follows. First, our method calculates score W{s^ Sp) 
of clue phrase s in set Sp of articles concerning business performance and score 
W{s, Sn) of clue phrase s in set Sn of articles not concerning business perfor
mance by the following Formula 7. 

W{s,Sp) = Pis,Sp)H{s,Sp), (7) 

where, P{s^ Sp) is the probability that a sentence containing clue phrase s ap
pears in Sp, and H{s,Sp) is the entropy based on the probability P{s,d) that 
a sentence containing s appears in document d e Sp. Next, our method com
pares W{s, Sp) with W{s, Sn)' If score W{s, Sp) is smaller than 2W{s, Sn), clue 
phrase s is eliminated as an inappropriate clue phrase. Moreover, inappropri
ate frequent phrases are also eliminated by applying this method to frequent 
phrases. Here, clue phrases and frequent phrases containing numbers are also 
eliminated to prevent extracting sale proceeds as a causal expression. 

4 Evaluation 

We implemented our method. Our method extracted 20, 880 newspaper arti
cles concerning business performance from Nikkei newspapers published from 
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Table 1 . Recall and precision of causal expression acquisition 

a 

0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 

num. of clue phrases 

12 
139 
922 

3381 

Precision (%) 

85.7 
77.7 
77.7 
63.7 

Recall (%) 

1.25 
12.8 
66.0 
80.1 

Table 2. Comparison between our method and previous method 

our new method 
our previous method 

num. of clue phrases 

922 
938 

Precision (%) 

77.7 
70.5 

Recall (%) 

66.0 
64.6 

2001 to 2005 and extracted causal expressions from them. We employ ChaSen^ 
as a Japanese morphological analyzer, and CaboCha^ as a Japanese parser 
and SVM^'^^^^^ as an implementat ion of SVM. First , we evaluated our method 
for extract ing articles concerning business performance. We manually selected 
1,136 articles concerning business performance from Nikkei newspapers pub
lished from 2001 to 2005 as a correct da t a set, and calculated precision and 
recall. As a result, our method a t ta ined 93.7% recall and 88.6% precision, re
spectively. Next, we evaluated our method for extract ing causal expressions. We 
manually extracted 559 causal expressions from 131 articles concerning business 
performance as a correct da t a set. Moreover, we extracted causal expressions 
by our method from the same 131 articles and calculated precision and recall. 
Here, a causal expression extracted by our method is correct if it contains a 
causal expression extracted as the correct da t a set. Table 1 shows the results. 
Here, a is a parameter used for determining a threshold value in Formula 5. 
For con rming the e ectiveness of our method, we compared our method with 
our previous method [6], which was originally developed for extract ing phrases 
concerning traffic accident causes. Note tha t our new method is a one tha t 
improves our previous method for eliminating inappropriate clue phrases and 
inappropriate frequent phrases. Table 2 shows the results. 

5 Discussion 

Experimental results shown in Table 2 suggest t h a t our new method outper
forms our previous method. The reason why our new method outperforms our 
previous method is t ha t our new method can e ectively eliminate inappro
priate clue phrases than our previous method due to improvement of process 
for eliminating inappropria te clue phrases. Our new method and our previous 

^ http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/hiki/ChaSen/ 
^ http://chasen.org/~taku/software/cabocha/ 
3 http://svmlight.joachims.org 
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method process the step of acquiring clue phrases and the s tep of acquiring 
frequent phrases, iteratively. If many inappropria te clue phrases are included 
in the set of clue phrases for acquiring frequent phrases, many inappropria te 
frequent phrases may be acquired. Hence, the process for eliminating inappro
priate clue phrases is impor tant for improving the performance. For example, 
" ^ C ^ - ^ (m nam: become)", which is an inappropria te clue phrase, is acquired 
as a clue phrase by our previous method. However, it is not acquired by our 
new method. "( 'C^-S [ni nam: become)" is contained in not only the set of 
articles concerning business performance but also the set of articles not con
cerning business performance. Hence, it is not acquired by the me thod shown 
in Section 3.5, which is introduced only into our new method. 

6 Conclusion 

We proposed a me thod for extract ing phrases implying cause information 
from Japanese newspaper articles concerning business performance. First , our 
method extracts articles concerning business performance from newspaper cor
pus. Next, our method extracts causal expressions from them by using statistical 
information and initial clue phrases. We evaluated our method and it a t ta ined 
77.7% precision and 66.0% recall, respectively. In addition to this, we compared 
our method with our previous method[6] by experiments and the experimental 
results showed tha t our new method outperforms our previous one. 
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